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Michael Anniss
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BSc (Hons), MBCS, PGCE, TOGAF 9.2 certified architect, BT Expert Certified Architect, BCS Solution and Enterprise Architect

Experience:
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1999 - Head of E-Business in Scotland and Managing Consultant at Deloitte & Touche

1993 - Owner and principal of M.J. Anniss Consulting

1988 - Senior Consultant at Hewlett Packard

1980 - System Development Manager BL Systems

Career Strategy / Architecture / Design / Client List:
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Reconstruction & Redevelopment, Boots, Rover Cars, Wood Mackenzie Energy Research, Nat West Bank (now part of RBS), Grampian Public 
Partnership, Turk Telecom, British Telecommunications, Deloitte & Touche, Smith’s Industries.
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Learning So Far

• Before we do a short quiz are there any topics you would like a refresh or to 
discuss?

• How is the pace of delivery?

• Are the examples used helpful?

• The quiz is a both a quick check of what you have remembered and a learning 
prompt for you. Do not worry if you can’t get the answer quickly enough there is 
deliberately time left in between the course and you taking the exams for 
further learning and revision.

• We will go through each question in turn. You have @ 30-40 seconds for each 
question. When you are ready please enter “OK” into the chat, not the answer 
letter. After you are all ready or 30-40 seconds (whichever is sooner) I will ask 
you to enter your answer letter into the chat. We will then discuss the answer if 
needed.
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Quiz

• Are there any questions about the questions and answers?

• There is only so much time for the questions during the course if you feel you 
need more time let me know privately in the chant or via my email 
(mjanniss@aol.com).

• You can review the questions with answers in the download of answers I will 
point you to at the end of the course and the PDFs of the questions provided to 
test yourselves.
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Elements Of An Architecture Description

A system is a 
collection of building 
blocks / components 
organized to 
accomplish a specific 
capability or set of 
functions.

A concern is a key 
interest that is 
crucially important to 
stakeholders, and may 
determine the 
acceptability of the 
system

Adapted from the
ISO /IEC/IEE 42010:2011
ISO /IEC/IEE 15288:2015
Standards
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The Enterprise Metamodel L1 / L2
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System

Segments and Domains

Enterprise Segment1..* 1..*has ˃ 1..* 1..*offers ˃

Enterprise architects evolve 
and govern aspects across 
and between segments to 

achieve goals and objectives

Segment architects evolve 
and govern capabilities 

within segments to achieve 
goals and objectives

Capability (specialist) designers 
and builders create and change 
capability in building blocks to 

satisfy requirements

Building 
Block

1..*

1..*

implemented by ˃

Solution architects
organise capabilities into new or 

changed solutions delivering 
services to meet requirements

Capability Service1..* 1..*enables ˃

performed by  ˅
1..*

1..*

˂ enables ˂ organised by ˂ utilises

˂ implements

1..*
˅
˄
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System

Segments and Domains

Enterprise Segment

Information 
System 
Domain

Business 
Domain

Data Application TechnologyXX XX ..

1..* 1..*has ˃ 1..* 1..*offers ˃

TOGAF identifies three starting information 
system domains which may be broken down 

further e.g. (Technology) into Software, 
Servers, User Devices, Execution 

Environments, Networks, Buildings & 
Mechanical Devices

TOGAF identifies one overall business domain 
that may be broken down further e.g. business 

function / process portfolios depending on 
what a business actually does e.g. Finance, 

Manufacturing, Legal, HR, Customer 
Management, Service & Support

Enterprise architects evolve 
and govern aspects across 
and between segments to 

achieve goals and objectives

Segment architects evolve 
and govern capabilities 

within segments to achieve 
goals and objectives

Capability (specialist) designers 
and builders create and change 
capability in building blocks to 

satisfy requirements

Building 
Block

1..*

1..*

implemented by ˃

Solution architects
organise capabilities into new or 

changed solutions delivering 
services to meet requirements

Capability Service1..* 1..*enables ˃

performed by  ˅
1..*

1..*

1..* 0..*utilises capabilities from ˃

˂ provides capabilities to

˂ enables ˂ organised by ˂ utilises

˂ implements

1..*
˅
˄
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Section Refresh

• If anyone is feeling that the progress is too fast I am happy to review any 
questions with you in one of the breaks of before the day start or after the day 
finish.

• Remember please use the CHAT during the sections to raise questions which I 
will try to either address soon after you raise the question or in one of the 
breaks.
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Good Morning

Welcome to Day 1 of TOGAF Levels 1 & 2 

We will start at 09:00 UK time and finish @ 17:00 UK time

Your trainer   

Michael Anniss
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TOGAF Certifications World Wide

Copyright © The Open Group
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TOGAF Certifications
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TOGAF Architect Role Definitions

The Enterprise Architect

• has the responsibility for architectural design and documentation at a landscape and technical 

reference model level. The Enterprise Architect often leads a group of the Segment Architects and/or 

Solution Architects related to a given program. The focus of the Enterprise Architect is on enterprise-

level business functions required.

The Segment Architect

• has the responsibility for architectural design and documentation of specific business problems or 

organizations. A Segment Architect re-uses the output from all other architects, joining detailed 

technical solutions to the overall architectural landscape. The focus of the Segment Architect is on 

enterprise-level business solutions in a given domain, such as finance, human resources, sales, etc.

The Solution Architect

• has the responsibility for architectural design and documentation at a system or subsystem level, such 

as management or security ……… for a specific solution.
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TOGAF Comments On Architect Roles

“An architect is involved in the entire process; beginning with working with the customer to understand 

real needs, as opposed to wants, and then throughout the process to translate those needs into 

capabilities verified to meet the needs. 

Additionally, the architect may present different models to the customer that communicate how those 

needs may be met, and is therefore an essential participant in the consultative selling process. 

However, the architect is not the builder, and must remain at a level of abstraction necessary to ensure 

that they do not get in the way of practical implementation. 

The following excerpt from The Art of Systems Architecting (Rechtin and Maier, 2000) depicts this 

notion: "It is the responsibility of the architect to know and concentrate on the critical few details and 

interfaces that really matter, and not to become overloaded with the rest.“

The architect's focus is on understanding what it takes to satisfy the client, where qualitative worth is 

used more than quantitative measures. The architect uses more inductive skills than the deductive skills 

of the builder. The architect deals more with guidelines, rather than rules that builders use as a 

necessity.”
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Enterprise Architecture

Evolving structure and state of 
all enterprise resources

Evolving structure and state of 
systems and sub-systems

Design of components with 
specific capabilities and their 

potential for  integration

System Architectures Building Blocks

Solution Development

Each end to end integrated 
change Reuse build or buy 

Implement and run in

Level and manage across
the  architecture landscape

Integrate into a Solution Architecture (implemented in a systems/sub-
systems architecture)  to deliver the required service levels

Adaptation
Addresses foreseen and unforeseen

issues and environments 

Agility
Address current and foreseen

issues and environments
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Segment level architectures Capability level architectures

Enterprise System Building Block

Strategic 
Level architectures

Segment level
architectures

Segment level
architectures

Capability level
architectures

Capability level
architectures

Capability level
Architectures

Capability level
architectures

Capability level
architectures

Capability level
Architectures

Capability level
architectures

Capability level
architectures

© The Open Group

Strategic  level architectures
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The corporate operating model will normally indicate what type of 
interoperability approach will be appropriate. This model should be is 
usually provided by the enterprise's strategy team.

The Operating Model and Interoperability Requirements

Key  to establishing 
interoperability is the 
determination of the 
corporate operating 
model, where the 
operating model is ‘‘the 
necessary level of 
integration and 
standardisation services 
to customers. 

An operating model 
describes how a 
company wants to 
thrive and grow. 

Exec

UK 
Business

Design
Council

Worldwide
Business 

Research &
Development

Delivery
Infrastructure

1. Single shared global implementation
2. Single shared global model, local implementation
3. Multiple different local models and implementations

Example interoperability/integration patterns

• Accountability
• Responsibility

• Accountability
• Responsibility

• Accountability
• Responsibility

• Accountability
• Responsibility
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Positioning Architecture - Four Main Views Of An Organisation

Research, Development & Transformation 
(Moving the organisation forward)

Strategy 
(Defining the  projection for the future)

Architecture 
(Structuring and integrating 

the organisation and its assets)

Operations
(Running the organisation)

Structure and integration  impacts on 
strategy and planning

New opportunity and change programme 
impacts on strategy and planning

Operational requirements 
and constraints for structure 

and integration

Organisation  vision and 
goals for the future.

Organisation  vision and 
goals for the future

Enablers, constraints for 
and outcomes of change

Change 
programme 

implementation

Opportunities and
requests for change

Enablers and 
constraints for 

operation

Organisations are driven from four main views, that reflect the goals, change, structure, actions of and 
outcomes for that organisation.

Operational requirements 
and constraints for change
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POPIT

People Organisation Process Information Technology

Information
(Data)

Application

Technology
SW & HW

? ?

?
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Predecessor & Successor Phases

Preliminary

A

Architecture

Vision

B

Business 

Architecture

C

Information

Systems 

Architecture

D

Technology

Architecture

E

Opportunities

&

Solutions

F

Migration 

Planning

G

Implementation

Governance

H

Architecture

Change

Management

Requirements

Management

Preliminary

A

Architecture

Vision B

Business 

ArchitectureC

Information

Systems 

Architecture
D

Technology

ArchitectureE

Opportunities

&

Solutions
F

Migration 

PlanningG

Implementation

GovernanceH

Architecture

Change

Management

Requirements

Management

Predecessor and Successor Phases

The previous phase must finish before the successor phase 
completes, but the successor phase can start once there is some 

requirement or other business reason for it to do so. 
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Predecessor & Successor Phases

Preliminary

A

Architecture

Vision

B

Business 

Architecture

C

Information

Systems 

Architecture

D

Technology

Architecture

E

Opportunities

&

Solutions

F

Migration 

Planning

G

Implementation

Governance

H

Architecture

Change

Management

Requirements

Management

Predecessor and Successor Phases

The amount of work done in each phase is bounded by the scope agreed by the 
stakeholders for each complete cycle of change during the architecture vision phase 
(equivalent to defining a backlog of sprints for a product when using agile methods).

The previous phase must finish before the successor phase completes, otherwise 
something is being missed.  However, each successor phase can start once there is 
some requirement or other business reason for it to do so. 

© The Open Group

Business

Architecture

started

Change

cycle

completed

A

Architecture

Vision

B

Business 

Architecture

C

Information

Systems 

Architecture

D

Technology

Architecture

E

Opportunities

&

Solutions

F

Migration 

Planning
G

Implementation

Governance

H

Architecture

Change

Management

Continuous 

interaction 

and feedback

Logical Sequence Actual Sequence

Business

Architecture

completed after other 

phases have started
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The Basic Steps In The ADM

Preliminary

A
Architecture

Vision

B
Business 

Architecture

C
Information

Systems 
Architecture

D
Technology
Architecture

E
Opportunities

&
Solutions

F
Migration 
Planning

G
Implementation

Governance

H
Architecture

Change
Management

Requirements
Management

Uncover, understand and identify 
issues and potential solution 

components
Govern the start and 
completion of each cycle of 
change

Plan the creation/acquisition and 
deployment of the solution 
transitions

Specify and integrate the solution 
transitions from the potential 

solution components
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Initial Objective

The Characteristic Profile Of A Project
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Initial Objective

1st Revision

Final Revision

Major Course Change

The Characteristic Profile Of A Project
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Initial Objective

1st Revision

Final Revision
Increment

Deployment

Major Course Change

The Characteristic Profile Of A Project

WE NEED TO

MANAGE THIS
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Starting Point

General Destination Known - Specific Destination Unknown

The Need For A Paradigm Shift

We know we are trying to 
grow a city but cannot know 
what it will evolve into
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Architecture Contexts

City planning is an often 
used analogy for 
enterprise architecture. 
In simple terms a city can 
be considered to have at 
least three organising 
contexts.

• City (Enterprise)
The structures and integration 
needed across the whole city 
(sewers, roads etc.).

• District (Domain/Segment)
The structures and integration  
needed to manage the district and 
its buildings and integrate back 
into the city-wide structure.

• Building (Component/Capability)
The structures needed to deliver 
the specific properties of the 
building and integrate back into 
the district structure.

City / Enterprise
District / Domain

Building / Component

The City Planning Analogy

Different capabilities are planned and managed at the different levels .

• Roads, sewers, water pipe, electricity grids tend to be planned across the city
• Types of activity, (business, leisure, housing) are often “zoned” into specific 

districts.
• Individual buildings are then designed within these contexts  and to meet their 

specific requirements.

City planning sets the context and the basis for integration for district and then 
building planning. 
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Architecture And Design Is A Series Of Trade Offs

As architecture and 
design progresses the 
differences and 
contradictions 
between the desired 
and available 
properties  emerge.

Architecture and 
design is often a 
process of trading off 
between different 
requirements and the 
ability of different 
potential solutions to 
best meet those 
requirements. 

High Level
Solution Design

Detailed Solution 
Component Design

Solution Component  
Engineering

Test & Confirm
Outcomes

Requirements

Potential Patterns & 
Solution Integration

Architecture and design is 
a process of trade off 

between the 
requirements and the 

potential existing, 
acquirable and creatable 

solution components.

These components may 
themselves be 
contradictory

Existing
Capabilities & 

Solutions
Acquirable

Capabilities & 
Solutions
Creatable 

Capabilities & 
Solutions

Architecture & 
Design Directives & 

Guidelines

L1 / L2
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The Evolution Of An Enterprise Architecture

Each organisation decides which components to formally manage and may create a series of change 
roadmaps. The most commonly found roadmaps tend to be for:

• Business service and process evolution and management (sometimes combined as business portfolios)

• Technology and application evolution (sometimes combined as information system service platforms)

• Information and data evolution and management

An enterprise architecture is 
not static but changes over 
time. This can be viewed as a 
series of state definitions 
representing:

• A current/baseline 
architecture (the current 
state)

• Transition architectures 
(steps on the path towards 
the target architecture)

• A target architecture (the 
future desired state)

Current
Architecture

Transition
Architectures

Target
Architecture

Change

shapes the transition 
architectures

becomes the
next current state

is built upon
to create

progresses towards
the target

control the nature 
and implementation 

of the changebecomes the next 
current state

changes over time as 
progress is made 

towards it and new 
change emerges

Motivation
provides

the basis for

Information
Systems

Architecture

Business
Architecture

Technology
Architecture

Guidelines & Controls For Change

L1 / L2
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TOGAF Suggested Principles by Domain

Business

Primacy of principles
Maximise benefit to the Enterprise
Information management is everybody's business
Business continuity
Common use applications
Service orientation
Compliance with law
IT responsibility
Protection of intellectual property

Data

Data is an asset
Data is shared
Data is accessible
Data trustee
Common vocabulary and data definitions
Data Security

Application

Technology Independence
Ease of use

Technology

Requirements based change
Responsive change management
Control technical diversity
Interoperability
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TOGAF And Development and Implementation Methods

Understanding

Implementation

Scoping

Specification

Theme

EPIC / Stories

Stories

Acceptance
Criteria

More
Detailed Stories

Acceptance
Criteria

Build 

Acceptance
Criteria

User Story Led
Generic Agile

Business Case

Feasibility

Requirements
Foundations

Models
Prototypes

Solution
Architecture

Evolutionary
Development

Engineering

Review &
Benefits Assessment

Prototyping Led
DSDM

Business Case

SAGA / Use Case Context

Use Case Descriptions
Class/Object Diagrams

Package Diagrams
Sequence Diagrams

Activity Diagrams
State Machines

Design Class Diagrams
Communication Diagrams

Package Diagrams
Component Diagrams
Deployment Diagrams

Implementation

Test

Design Led
Unified Method

Business Case

Vision

Business
Capabilities

Architecture
Building Blocks

Level Across Landscape

Transition
Architecture

Architecture Contract

Solution
Building Blocks

Implemented
Solution Building Bocks

Implementation
Governance

Architecture Led
TOGAF

Goals &
Objectives

+
Requirements

+
Constraints

KPIs 
+

Deployment
Environment

Managing Fast Cycle Projects
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REQUIREMENTS

ANALYSIS

DESIGN

D

A

T

A

ARCHITECTURE

Analysis Class

Diagram

System Operations

Use Case

Specifications

Component

Architecture

Component

Collaborations

Object Collaboration

Diagrams

Design Class

Diagram

Design Class

Specifications

GUI

Prototype

P

E

R

F

O

R

M

A

N

C

E

&

Q

U

A

L

I

T

Y

Database Design

Model

SAGAS

Use Case Model

Scenarios

Package

Diagrams

Deployment

Diagrams

Locality

Diagrams

A

R

C

H

I

T

E

C

T

U

R

E

IMPLEMENTATION
Application 

(Code)

Building Blocks

Database
Location Details

(e.g.

Data Centre)

Technology

(Device)

Building Blocks

Example Deliverables Of Full Software Engineering Approach

Managing Fast Cycle Projects
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REQUIREMENTS

ANALYSIS

DESIGN

D

A

T

A

ARCHITECTURE

User

Stories

GUI Prototype

P

E

R

F

O

R

M

A

N

C

E

&

Q

U

A

L

I

T

Y

Themes EPICS

A

R

C

H

I

T

E

C

T

U

R

E

IMPLEMENTATION
Application 

(Code)

Building Blocks

Database
Location Details

(e.g.

Data Centre)

Technology

(Device)

Building Blocks

Example Deliverables Of More Limited Agile Engineering Approach

Managing Fast Cycle Projects

Stories

Stories

Stories
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Example Real World (ish) Enterprise Continuum 

Offering Process
(C2M, L2C, T2R)

Contract Information System Platform (& any other platforms)

Proposition

Product

Business
Service

Business
Process

Role

SupplierLocation

Internal Service
External 
Service

Customer 
Experience

Demand
Story

Line Of
Business

Activity
Diagram

Sequence Diagram
Communication 

Diagram
Customer / 
User Story

Business
Case

Use Case

Facility

Operational 
Procedures

Item

Price

Terms & 
Conditions

Customer

Performance 
Level

Schedule

Skills

People

Product
Portfolio

Sub - Platform

SW
Component

Information 
System

StrategicCapped Tactical

Software
Application

Network 
Component

Infrastructure 
Component

Component

Data Attribute

Operation

Business Service 
Interface

Non CapabilityCapability

Callable
Interface

Platform & Package
Diagram

Deployment
Diagram

Class / Entity
Diagram

↑ Satisfies 1 ..*

↑ Generates 1 ..*

↓ Groups 1 ..*

↓ Groups 1 ..*

↓ Groups 1 ..*

↓ Offers 1 ..*↑ Offered by 1 ..*

→ Contractually
delivers        1 ..*

→ Available at 1 ..*

→ Delivered from 1 ..*
→ Manages 1 ..*

→ Manages 0 ..*

→ Offers 0 ..*

→ Implemented using  0..*

→ Performs 1..*↓ Offers 1..*

→ Is part of 1..*

Data Entity

↓ Acts on 1..*

↓ Comprises
1..*

→ Receive and / or returns  0..*

→ Fronts 1 ..*

Other Technologies

Natural 
Eco-systems

Goals & Objectives

Controls and
Directives

Planning

Customer/ 
Internal Journey

All change is in a 
Baseline element 

with a Delta change  
element

Other 
Requirements 
& Constraints
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Example Solution Building Block Set

Offering Process
(C2M, L2C, T2R)

Contract Information System Platform (& any other platforms)

Proposition

Product

Business
Service

Business
Process

Role

SupplierLocation

Internal ServiceExternal Service

Customer 
Experience

Demand
Story

Line Of
Business

Activity
Diagram

Sequence Diagram
Communication 

Diagram
Customer / 
User Story

Business
Case

Use Case

Facility

Operational 
Procedures

Item

Price

Terms & 
Conditions

Customer

Performance 
Level

Schedule

Skills

People

Product
Portfolio

Sub - Platform

SW
Component

Information 
System

StrategicCapped Tactical

Software
Application

Network 
Component

Infrastructure 
Component

Component

Data Attribute

Operation

Business Service 
Interface

Non CapabilityCapability

Callable
Interface

Platform & Package
Diagram

Deployment
Diagram

Class / Entity
Diagram

↑ Satisfies 1 ..*

↑ Generates 1 ..*

↓ Groups 1 ..*

↓ Groups 1 ..*

↓ Groups 1 ..*

↓ Offers 1 ..*↑ Offered by 1 ..*

→ Available at 1 ..*

→ Delivered from 1 ..*
→ Manages 1 ..*

→ Manages 0 ..*

→ Offers 0 ..*

→ Implemented using  0..*

→ Performs 1..*↓ Offers 1..*

→ Is part of 1..*

Data Entity

↓ Acts on 1..*

↓ Comprises
1..*

→ Receive and / or returns  0..*

→ Fronts 1 ..*

Other Technologies

Natural 
Eco-systems

Goals & Objectives

Controls and
Directives

Planning

An example set of 
artefacts/building blocks that 
might be needed to address a 
specific change to an existing 
customer service is shown.

→ Contractually
delivers        1 ..*

All change is in a 
Baseline element 

with a Delta change  
element

Other 
Requirements 
& Constraints

Customer/ 
Internal Journey
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Example Real World (ish) Catalogues

Offering Process
(C2M, L2C, T2R)

Contract Information System Platform (& any other platforms)

Proposition

Product

Business
Service

Business
Process

Role

SupplierLocation

Internal Service
External 
Service

Customer 
Experience

Demand
Story

Line Of
Business

Activity
Diagram

Sequence Diagram
Communication 

Diagram
Customer / 
User Story

Business
Case

Use Case

Facility

Operational 
Procedures

Item

Price

Terms & 
Conditions

Customer

Performance 
Level

Schedule

Skills

People

Product
Portfolio

Sub - Platform

SW
Component

Information 
System

StrategicCapped Tactical

Software
Application

Network 
Component

Infrastructure 
Component

Component

Data Attribute

Operation

Business Service 
Interface

Non CapabilityCapability

Callable
Interface

Platform & Package
Diagram

Deployment
Diagram

Class / Entity
Diagram

↑ Satisfies 1 ..*

↑ Generates 1 ..*

↓ Groups 1 ..*

↓ Groups 1 ..*

↓ Groups 1 ..*

↓ Offers 1 ..*↑ Offered by 1 ..*

→ Contractually
delivers        1 ..*

→ Available at 1 ..*

→ Delivered from 1 ..*
→ Manages 1 ..*

→ Manages 0 ..*

→ Offers 0 ..*

→ Implemented using  0..*

→ Performs 1..*↓ Offers 1..*

→ Is part of 1..*

Data Entity

↓ Acts on 1..*

↓ Comprises
1..*

→ Receive and / or returns  0..*

→ Fronts 1 ..*

Other Technologies

Natural 
Eco-systems

Goals & Objectives

PRODUCT 
CATALOGUE

CUSTOMER
EXPERIENCE
CATALOGUE

LOCATION &
FACILITY

CATALOGUE

SUPPLIER
CATALOGUE

BUSINESS CASE
CATALOGUE

PEOPLE
CATALOGUE

SKILLS &
ROLES

CATALOGUE

INTERFACE
CATALOGUE

DATA
CATALOGUE

TECHNOLOGY
CATALOGUE

INFORMATION
SYSTEM

CATALOGUE

APPLICATION
CATALOGUE

Other
TECHNOLOGY
/ ECOSYSTEMS

CATALOGUE

INFORMATION
SYSTEM

CHANGE CATALOGUE

CONTRACTS
CATALOGUE

Controls and
Directives

CATALOGUE
Principles
Policies

Standards
Best Practices
Business rules

Planing
CATALOGUE

Shared 
Capabilities

Courses of Action
Programmes & 

Projects

→ Contractually
delivers        1 ..*

Customer/ 
Internal Journey

BUSINESS
SERVICES

CATALOGUE

JOURNEY
CATALOGUE

All change is in a 
Baseline element 

with a Delta change  
element

Other 
Requirements 
& Constraints

BUSINESS
PROCESS

CATALOGUE

STORY
CATALOGUE BUSINESS 

SYSTEM
CHANGE 

CATALOGUE
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Global vs Local vs Specific Viewpoints
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Global vs Local vs Specific Viewpoints

3 Shared
Building Blocks
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Global vs Local vs Specific Viewpoints

Solution
Architect

(Localised Viewpoint)

Solution
Path 1

Solution
Path 2

3 Shared
Building Blocks
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Global vs Local vs Specific Viewpoints

Solution
Architect

(Localised Viewpoint)

Enterprise
Architect

(Global Viewpoint)

Solution
Path 1

Solution
Path 2

3 Shared
Building Blocks
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Global vs Local vs Specific Viewpoints

Solution
Architect

(Localised Viewpoint)

Enterprise
Architect

(Global Viewpoint)

Specialist
Architect

(Specific Viewpoint)

Solution
Path 1

Solution
Path 2

3 Shared
Building Blocks
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Requirements & Specification Viewpoints

Initial
Requirement

Changing
Requirement

Final
Requirement

Initial
Specification

Changing
Specification

Final
Specification

Stakeholder
Sponsors

Stakeholder
Providers

Requirements 
Focused

Specification
Focused

Never quite align because of different 
backgrounds and ways of looking at the world
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Portals & Repositories

Generalised
queries

Direct 
connection or 
specific query
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Use Case Object Types (Interface / Controller / Entity Function)

Interface / Session Layer

Process / Controller Layer

Entity Function Layer

Applet Web Page System
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UML Object Types (Interface / Controller / Entity Function)

Interface / Session Layer

Process / Controller Layer

Entity Function Layer

Applet Web Page System

1 - 5 Days

1 - 4 Weeks

1 – 3 Months

Change 
Timescales
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UML Object Types (Interface / Controller / Entity Function)

Interface / Session Layer

Process / Controller Layer

Entity Function Layer

Applet Web Page System

1 - 5 Days

1 - 4 Weeks

1 – 3 Months

Change 
Timescales

The 
Agile /Digital

Space
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Changing Ideas About Modules   - Identifiable and Reusable

Systems, Modules and Patterns

Module

A separate element or unit. 
Typical characteristics of modules 
include identity, accessibility,
portability (which may allow 
them to be used in a variety of 
systems), and interoperability, 
which allows them to interact 
with the other modules.

Pattern

A way in which modules are 
connected and interact that 
has proved useful in the past 
and delivers an outcome of 
value.

Function

Attribute
Type /
Entity

Class / 
Object Component

Service
Process / 
Activity

System

A combination of interacting 
elements organized to achieve 
one or more stated purposes. 
(Source: ISO/IEC/IEEE 15288:2015).

The TOGAF standard considers 
the enterprise as a system.
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Systems, Modules and Patterns

Enterprise Architecture

Evolving structure and 
state of all enterprise 

resources

Evolving structure and 
state of systems and 

sub-systems

Design of components 
with specific 

capabilities and their 
potential for  
integration

System Architectures Building Blocks

Solution Development

Each end to end 
integrated change Reuse build or buy 

Implement

Level and manage across

the  architecture landscape

and run as

Integrate into a Solution Architecture (implemented in a systems/sub-systems architecture)

to deliver the required service levels

Adaptation
Addresses foreseen and unforeseen

issues and environments 

Agility
Address current and foreseen

issues and environments
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Systems, Modules and Patterns

Module E 1
Module E1.S.1

Module E1.S1.BB1 Module E1.S1.BB2 Module E1.S1.BB3 Module E1.S1.BB4

Module E1.S.2

Module E1.S2.BB1 Module E1.S2.BB2 Module E1.S2.BB3 Module E1.S2.BB4

Module E1.S.3

Module E1.S3.BB1 Module E1.S3.BB2 Module E1.S3.BB3 Module E1.S3.BB4
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Definitions Of Modularity

Process / Activity
A Process represents a sequence of 
one or more Activities performed by 
one or more Actors that executes one 
or more Functional operations / 
algorithms that together achieve a 
specified outcome.

When linked to an explicit contract 
governing its performance a Process 
becomes a Service.

Service
A Service is a repeatable Process 
with an explicit Contract based on 
its interface  & pre/post conditions.

A Service is implemented through 
its interface and its contained 
and/or referenced Components.

A Service may be requested or 
otherwise triggered to perform in 
response to requests from Actors.

Function
A Function is behaviour 
implemented by an 
operation/algorithm acting on 
Attributes of one or more Objects 
that when performed derives an 
output value or internal state 
change.

Class / Object
A Class implements a Type and its 
associated Methods (that perform 
relevant Functional operations / 
algorithms) and provides the template 
for the creation of an Object. 

An Object is an instantiation of a Class 
that has Attribute state, Methods 
(behaviour) and identity.

Component
A Component is a unit of 
independent  deployment defined 
by its interface specification that 
provides access to the behaviours 
of its contained Objects.

(Micro Components & 
Micro Services

Limited functionality components 
that collaborate to deliver parts of a 
service)

Attribute / Entity / Type
An Attribute is a discrete piece of 
information.

An Entity is a meaningful 
abstraction in the world that 
encapsulates a specific set of 
Attributes.

A Type is the structure and 
interface for a set of similar Entities 
that specifies how Objects of that 
Type can be used.
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Modularity and Interactions

Modules
Interactions

Boundaries

Enterprise architecture provides the blueprint, plan or model and the management practices to more 
actively and effectively manage the complexities within an organisation by facilitating the:

• Definition of the resources within a business

• Definition of systems, modules and patterns

• Definition of the boundaries and relationships between these resources

• Negotiation and management across these boundaries

• Management of the shared processes, information, objects and systems across these boundaries

• Establishment of trust across these boundaries

• Establishment of responsibilities for resources within the business

• Governance for those resources from the perspective of the complete business ecosystem.
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Architecture Patterns

Patterns for system architecting 
are very much in their infancy. 
They have been introduced into 
TOGAF essentially to draw them to 
the attention of the systems 
architecture community as an 
emerging important resource, and 
as a placeholder for hopefully 
more rigorous descriptions and 
references to more plentiful 
resources in future versions of 
TOGAF.

They have not (as yet) been 
integrated into TOGAF. However, 
the term design pattern is often 
used to refer to any pattern which 
addresses issues of software 
architecture, design, or 
programming implementation. 

In “Pattern-Oriented Software 
Architecture: A System of 
Patterns” the authors define these 
three types of patterns as follows:

• An Architecture Pattern expresses a fundamental structural organization or 
schema for software systems. It provides a set of predefined subsystems, 
specifies their responsibilities, and includes rules and guidelines for 
organizing the relationships between them.

• A Design Pattern provides a scheme for refining the subsystems or 
components of a software system, or the relationships between them. It 
describes a commonly recurring structure of communicating components 
that solves a general design problem within a particular context.

• An Idiom is a low-level pattern specific to a programming language. An 
idiom describes how to implement particular aspects of components or the 
relationships between them using the features of the given language

These distinctions are useful, but it is important to note that architecture 
patterns in this context still refers solely to software architecture. Software 
architecture is certainly an important part of the focus of TOGAF, but it is not its 
only focus.

TOGAF is more concerned with patterns for enterprise architecting. These are 
analogous to software architecture and design patterns, and borrow many of 
their concepts and terminology, but focus on providing re-usable models and 
methods specifically for the architecting of enterprise information systems 
comprising software, hardware, networks, and people - as opposed to purely 
software systems.

L1 / L2
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Component Interaction Styles

Synchronous / Blocking
(Wait)

Asynchronous
(Fire & Forget)

Interface definition
Pre - condition
Post - condition

Interface definition
Pre - condition
Post - condition
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Component Interaction Styles

Serial / Stateless
(Pass By Value)

Interface definition
Pre - condition
Post - condition

Interface definition
Pre - condition
Post - condition

Interface definition
Pre - condition
Post - condition

Interface definition
Pre - condition
Post - condition
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Component Interaction Styles

Serial / Stateful
(Pass By Reference)

Interface definition
Pre - condition
Post - condition

Interface definition
Pre - condition
Post - condition

Interface definition
Pre - condition
Post - condition

Interface definition
Pre - condition
Post - condition
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Component Interaction Styles

Orchestration / Controller 

Interface definition
Pre - condition
Post - condition

Interface definition
Pre - condition
Post - condition

Interface definition
Pre - condition
Post - condition

Interface definition
Pre - condition
Post - condition

Interface definition
Pre - condition
Post - condition
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Integrating Governance In The Enterprise

Board

ITBusiness Unit 1 Business Unit 2

Audit / Risk
Committee

EA
Governance

Board
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SLA & OLAs

Technology (HW&NW) Service

Application Service

IT Operational Service

Business Operational Service

Client
Business User

Partial Service
Provider Actors SLA

OLA

OLA

OLA

OLA
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An Overview Of TOGAF L1 / L2
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The Enterprise Metamodel L1 / L2
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The Content Framework Metamodel L1 / L2
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Using the architecture views as a frame

The architecture views can presented 
as a frame onto which we place the 
solution building blocks.

This view enables us to see the 
connections between the solution 
building blocks across all of the 
standard framework views.

We can also relate the specific 
solution building block types to 
requests for change in the form of 
user story types.

Sub Platforms

Platform ArchitectureLOB Portfolio

Architecture

(Offering / Service)

LOB Portfolio 

Architecture

(Contract)

Process

Architecture
(C2M, L2C, T2R, EM)

Changes

Physical 

Components

Building, Facility, 

Groundworks & 

Other Technology 

Architecture
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The top level solution building blocks

We group the solution building 
blocks into a set of major elements 
that reflect the “assemblies” that we 
use within the business. These cover:

• Customer contracts
• LOB propositions &  products
• Business services
• Customer journeys
• Processes & procedures
• Software & Physical services 

organised into Platforms.

Customer
Contracts

LOB
Products

BT 
Business
Services

(including
operations
& support)

Customer
Journeys

(including
internal

only
journeys)

People
Processes

&
Procedures

Platforms

Software
&

Physical
Services

These represent the first level of reuse from which we can select elements to create new solutions. 

The more that we can find existing solution capabilities in the left hand side of the diagram (i.e. existing contracts or already defined 
products) the greater the reuse; as they already encompass the more detailed solution building blocks. 

If we have to start looking for more granular capabilities at the right hand side of the diagram  (i.e. individual software services or physical 
devices) the amount of change, integration and testing  that will be needed to deliver new business services, products or contracts.
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Finding and reusing components for delta designs

As we define the high level design we 
should initially consider using  
components from the existing 
solution building blocks (shown in 
grey).

As the solution stories are 
decomposed we develop the design 
by selecting the components with 
the highest level of composition first 
(i.e. reusing an existing customer 
contract or LOB product 
automatically reuses  the more 
detailed components to its right).

We look for the existing components 
in the various catalogues (shown in 
green) and only consider creating 
new components if we can’t find  
existing  ones that can be reused.

As the high level solution design is developed and building blocks are selected from each level; 
a set of  interaction diagrams showing how they work together should be developed, detailing 
the:

• The impacted journeys and their processes and people.
• Platform service changes; identifying the components involved, the cross platform flows 

and responsibilities.

Customer
Contracts

LOB
Products

BT 
Business
Services

(including
operations
& support)

Customer
Journeys

(including
internal

only
Journeys)

People
Processes

&
Procedures

Platforms

Software
&

Physical
Services

Systems
Catalogue

(Salsa)

Deployment 
Catalogue

(Supportal)

Platform
Services

Catalogue
(SDK Repo)

BT Wide
Process

Catalogue

LOB
Product

Catalogues

Service
Catalogues

Contract 
Catalogue

(DealPoint)

Journey
Catalogue
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Placing the solution building blocks into the architecture views

We then place the top level solution 
building block onto the architecture 
views.

This creates an integrated view of the 
BT architecture enabling us to 
connect various components 
together and understand how they 
interact.

You can find out about the solution 
building  blocks by accessing the 
underlying catalogues accessible 
from the DesignPoint reference 
library.

Please browse all of the catalogues 
in the reference library to find out 
what they cover and which solution 
building blocks are available.

Platforms/ Sub-platforms           Physical Infrastructure

Platform, Buildings, Facilities & Other Technology Architecture 
LOB Portfolio
Architecture
(Offering / Service)

LOB Portfolio 
Architecture

(Contract)

Process
Architecture
(C2M, L2C, T2R, EM)

In Development Deltas

Baseline

Target

LOB
Products

Customer
Contracts

People

Processes
Information & Data

(EDM)

Manual 
Procedures

E2E
Customer
Journey

Scenarios

Software
Services

(SDK)

Physical
Services

Software
Products

Computing & Network
Devices & Connections

Internal
E2E

Business
Journey

Scenarios

Buildings, Facilities
Groundworks 

& Other Technologies

Changes

BT Business
Services

https://office.bt.com/sites/CAO/DesignPoint/RefLibrary/SitePages/Home.aspx
https://office.bt.com/sites/CAO/DesignPoint/RefLibrary/SitePages/Home.aspx
https://office.bt.com/sites/CAO/DesignPoint/RefLibrary/SitePages/Home.aspx
https://office.bt.com/sites/CAO/DesignPoint/RefLibrary/SitePages/Home.aspx
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Expanding the solution building blocks

elements.”

We add the next layer to the solution 
building blocks by exposing the level 
at which we tend to manipulate 
them on a  day to day basis.

It is at this level that we create the 
architecture/high level design of a 
new solution.

It provides enough detail to 
understand:

• Which components are used 
within an e2e solution

• How they interact
• What the expected performance 

properties (non functionals) are.
• What outcomes they will deliver 

for our customers

Platform

Platform, Buildings, Facilities & Other Technology Architecture LOB Portfolio
Architecture
(Offering / Service)

Operational
Service 

Catalogue

LOB Portfolio 
Architecture
(Contract)

Siebel

Deal
Point

Process
Architecture
(C2M, L2C, T2R, EM)

Party
Catalogue

LOB
Product

Catalogue

Process 
Catalogues

Proposition

Product

Business 
Service

Process

Role

LOB

Manual 
Procedures

Item

Price

Terms & 
Conditions

Performance
Measures

Schedule

Skills

Operations
& Support

Party

In Development Deltas

Baseline

Target

Other

Standard 
Contract 
Patterns

(e.g.
True North)

Customer
Experience

Journey
Scenarios

Sub – Platform

Physical 
Components

Device Catalogue
Data Catalogue

Network 
DeviceData Entity

(EDM)

Data
Attribute

Computing
Device

Location

Physical
Service

Platform
Services
Catalogue

Systems 
Catalogue

System / 
Application

SW
Product

Interface
Implementation

Operation
Implementation

Software
Service
(SDK)

Logical
Interface

Logical
Operation

Stack

Building, Facility, 
Groundworks & 

Other Technology 
Architecture

Catalogue

Building /  
Facility

Other
Technology
Component

Internal 
Experience

Journey
Scenarios

Changes
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Aligning changes to the solution building blocks with the architecture

elements.”

To manage change to components 
within the architecture we use user 
stories. 

For each required change a delta 
change story of the relevant type 
should be produced.

The various user story types are 
developed as they flow through the 
change process describing the 
outcomes and acceptance criteria for 
the different types of solution 
building block / component that 
need to be created, changed or 
integrated.

Platform

Platform, Buildings, Facilities & Other Technology Architecture LOB Portfolio
Architecture
(Offering / Service)

Operational
Service 

Catalogue

LOB Portfolio 
Architecture
(Contract)

Siebel

Deal
Point

Process
Architecture
(C2M, L2C, T2R, EM)

Party
Catalogue

LOB
Product

Catalogue

Process 
Catalogues

Proposition

Product

Business 
Service

Process

Role

LOB

Manual 
Procedures

Item

Price

Terms & 
Conditions

Performance
Measures

Schedule

Skills

Operations
& Support

Party

In Development Deltas

Baseline

Target

Other

Standard 
Contract 
Patterns

(e.g.
True North)

Customer
Experience

Journey
Scenarios

Sub – Platform

Physical 
Components

Device Catalogue
Data Catalogue

Network 
DeviceData Entity

(EDM)

Data
Attribute

Computing
Device

Location

Physical
Service

Platform
Services
Catalogue

Systems 
Catalogue

System / 
Application

SW
Product

Interface
Implementation

Operation
Implementation

Software
Service
(SDK)

Logical
Interface

Logical
Operation

Stack

Building, Facility, 
Groundworks & 

Other Technology 
Architecture

Catalogue

Building /  
Facility

Other
Technology
Component

Delta
CE Story 

Delta
Process
Story 

Delta
Platform

Story

Delta
Component

Story

Delta
Engineering

Story

Internal
Experience

Journey
Scenarios

Changes

Delta
Demand
Story
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DesignPoint content sections – A & D Reference Library example 1

The Reference Library contains links to many of the architecture and design repositories collectively described as the BT Business Elements 
catalogue.  This is a key section of DesignPoint and navigation to the various elements in the catalogue is via either the clickable picture or 
…….

The reference library page includes a 
description and then a graphic, following 
by a series of links. The graphic provides 
a visual representation of the key 
elements in the list. The repositories in 
the reference library are accessible by 
clicking on the graphic. Two examples 
are highlighted.
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Change Scale & Lifecycle Choices

Fully Engineered/Iterative

Agile/Iterative

Fast to Market/Iterative

@60 process steps

@ 20 process steps

@ 5 process steps
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Collaborative Working

PM

Time
Cost

Resource

SA

Function
Quality

Performance50%

25%

25%
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Change Scale & Lifecycle Choices

Fully Engineered/Iterative
Aircraft Control Systems
ATM Systems
Bank Account Management Systems
Core Data Systems

Agile/Iterative
Social Media Sites
General Information Sites
Information Aggregator Sites

Fast to Market/Iterative
Google Glass
Make The Time Window Non Critical Systems
Save the Business Systems

@60 process steps

@ 20 process steps

@ 5 process steps
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The Four Viewpoints of Scaleable Agile

© SaFE
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Service Oriented Architecture

Architecture and design is about 
bringing different components 
together to deliver a set of 
outcomes.

Service Oriented Architecture (SOA) 
is an approach to both business and 
technical services based on a set of 
principles about how components 
can be defined and interact in a 
managed and visible manner (based 
on ideas developed about contracts).

Those SOA principles  provide the 
basis for defining and implementing 
services that utilise integrated  
components to deliver specified 
business outcomes.

A business service delivers a specific outcome to a 
customer using the relevant resources of a business 

(people, organisation, process, information and 
technology)

A software service delivers a specific outcome in terms of 
an internal information system state change and/or a 

return of information; in response to an identified system 
request/event

A service
represents the delivery of an agreed outcome, by a provider within the bounds 
of defined performance, quality and service levels; in response to a request by a 

client.

In some cases the business service can be delivered by just using one or 
more software services, in other situations additional elements such as 

visiting buildings, talking to people, delivering or installing physical 
devices; may also be needed
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The General Properties Of A Service

The manifesto provides set of overall  general tendencies  for a good service 
oriented architecture that value:

• Business value over technical strategy.
• Strategic goals over project-specific benefits.
• Intrinsic interoperability over custom integration.
• Shared services over specific-purpose implementations.
• Flexibility over optimization.
• Evolutionary refinement over pursuit of initial perfection.

These are underpinned by a set of basic properties that should apply to the 
components within a SOA:

• Reuse
• Granularity
• Modularity
• Composability
• Componentization
• Interoperability
• Standards-compliance (both common and industry-specific)
• Service identification and categorization.

The "SOA Manifesto 
Working Group", have 
defined a SOA Manifesto.

Its aim is to provide clarity 
about the basic properties 
of a good service oriented 
architecture.
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The Specific Properties Of Effective Services

• Standardized Service Contract – Services adhere to an agreed contract, as defined collectively 
by one or more service-description documents.

• Service Loose Coupling – Services maintain a relationship that minimizes dependencies and 
only requires that they maintain an awareness of each other.

• Service Abstraction – Beyond descriptions in the service contract, services hide logic from the 
outside world.

• Service Reusability – Logic is divided into services with the intention of promoting reuse.
• Service Autonomy – Services have control over the logic they encapsulate.
• Service Granularity – A design consideration to provide optimal scope and the right granular 

level of the business functionality in a service operation.
• Service Statelessness – Services minimize resource consumption by deferring the 

management of state information when necessary
• Service Discoverability – Services are supplemented with communicative meta data by which 

they can be effectively discovered and interpreted.
• Service Composability – Services are effective composition participants, regardless of the size 

and complexity of the composition.
• Service Normalization – Services are decomposed and/or consolidated to a level of normal 

form to minimize redundancy. In some cases, services are denormalised for specific purposes, 
such as performance optimization, access, and aggregation.

• Service Optimization – All else equal, high-quality services are generally preferable to low-
quality ones.

• Service Relevance – Functionality is presented at a granularity recognized by the user as a 
meaningful service.

• Service Encapsulation – Many services are consolidated for use under the SOA. Often such 
services were not planned to be under SOA.

• Service Location Transparency – This refers to the ability of a service consumer to invoke a 
service regardless of its actual location in the network

SOA tends to focus on the 
properties of software 
services. The properties 
listed show key aspects of a 
well formed SW services.

These aspects are equally 
important when applied to 
business services (within 
which the software services 
operate).

As an architect or designer 
you should always be aware 
of these aspects when 
designing the integration of 
components for contracts, 
products and services. The 
more that each of these 
compositions support these 
aspects the greater the 
potential for future reuse.
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record 
the 

state 
of

Making Sense Of The Capabilities, Services, Processes & Functions 

• The TOGAF content framework 
differentiates between the 
processes of a business and the 
services of a business.

– Business services are 
specific processes that 
have explicit, defined 
boundaries that are 
explicitly governed. 

– Services are distinguished 
from processes through 
the explicit definition of a 
service contract that 
defines a post condition 
and it performance 
attributes.

• The granularity of business 
services should be determined 
according to the business 
drivers, goals, objectives, and 
measures for this area of the 
business. Finer-grained services 
permit closer management and 
measurement (and can be 
combined to create coarser-
grained services), but require 
greater effort to govern. 

Capabilities

Processes

(Activities)
Functionality 
(Algorithms)

Entities

(Objects)

Application 

Components

Technology  Components

Data

Entities

Logical 
operations 
layer

Physical 
operations 
layer

Business 
management 
layer

Business 
strategy 
layer

Identify which specific abilities a business should have

provide the contractual 
terms for the execution of

provide the context for 
and sequencing of

manage 
the state of

change the 
state of

may invoke identify the processing required by

provide the context for choosing which services to offer

provide the 
execution 

platform for

Competencies

IS / Application Services

Platform/Technology/Infrastructure Services

require the 
participation 

of

Business Services
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Completing The Business Architecture View (POPIT)

Logical 
operations 
layer

Physical 
operations 
layer

Business 
management 
layer

Business 
strategy 
layer

People

(Roles)

Organisation

(Structures)

Facilities and Non 

Computing Technology

may invoke

provide the 
execution 

platform for

record 
the 

state 
of

Capabilities

Processes

(Activities)
Functionality 
(Algorithms)

Entities

(Objects)

Application 

Components

Technology  Components

Data

Entities

Identify which specific abilities a business should have

provide the contractual 
terms for the execution of

provide the context for 
and sequencing of

manage 
the state of

change the 
state of

identify the processing required by

provide the context for choosing which services to offer

Competencies

IS / Application Services

Platform/Technology/Infrastructure Services

require the 
participation 

of

Business Services
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Heuristics For Good Architecture And Design

The core heuristics for good architecture and design are:

• Understand your context

• Produces satisficing (good enough) designs

• Manage dependent outcomes

• Prioritise your activities and deliverables

• Actively manage risks

• Simplify, simplify (but don’t over simplify)

• Create modules

• Build solutions from available modules

• Focus e2e solution design on the interfaces

• Use agile / iterative / evolutionary development lifecycles

• Deliver frequent deployments based on short sprints / cycles

• Develop stable intermediates

• Design for testability and test often

• Do not optimize too early

A heuristic is : 

A distillation of experience 
about a way of working that 
has been found to be of 
value.

By following good heuristics 
you improve our overall 
architecture and design 
practice.
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Interoperability Requirements

Interoperability is the ability to 
share information and services. 

Defining the degree to which the 
information and services are to be 
shared is a very useful 
architectural requirement, 
especially in a  complex 
organisation and/or extended 
enterprise.

• Operational or Business 
Interoperability defines how 
business processes are to be 
shared.

• Information Interoperability 
defines how information is to 
be shared

• Technical Interoperability 
defines how technical services 
are to be shared or at least 
connect to one another.

Key  to establishing interoperability is the determination of the corporate 
operating model, where the operating model is ‘‘the necessary level of business 
process integration and standardisation for delivering goods and services to 
customers. An operating model describes how a company wants to thrive and 
grow. By providing a more stable and actionable view of the company than 
strategy, the operating model drives the design of the foundation for execution.

For example, if lines of business or business units only need to share documents, 
then the Architecture and Solution Building Blocks (ABBs and SBBs) may be 
simpler than if there is a need to share structured transaction data. Similarly, if 
the Architecture Vision includes a shared services environment, then it is useful 
to define the level the services are to be shared.

The corporate operating model will normally indicate what type of 
interoperability approach will be appropriate. This model should be determined 
in Phase A (Architecture Vision) if not in Phase B (Business Architecture), and 
definitely by Phase E (Opportunities & Solutions).

Complex enterprises and/or extended enterprises (e.g. across a supply chain) 
may have more than one type of operating model. For example, it is common for 
the internal operating model (and supporting interoperability model) to differ 
from the one used for the extended enterprise.

L1 / L2
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Different Contexts For Architecture Interaction and Management

City planning is an often 
used analogy for 
enterprise architecture. 
In simple terms a city can 
be considered to have at 
least three organising 
contexts.

• City (Enterprise)
The structures and integration 
needed across the whole city 
(sewers, roads etc.).

• District (Domain/Segment)
The structures and integration  
needed to manage the district and 
its buildings and integrate back 
into the city wide structure.

• Building (Component/Capability)
The structures needed to deliver 
the specific properties of the 
building and integrate back into 
the district structure.

City / Enterprise
District / Domain

Building / Component

The City Planning Analogy

Different capabilities are planned and managed at the different levels .

• Roads, sewers, water pipe, electricity grids tend to be planned across the city
• Types of activity, (business, leisure, housing) are often “zoned” into specific 

districts.
• Individual buildings are then designed within these contexts  and to meet their 

specific requirements.

City planning sets the context and the basis for integration for district and then 
building planning. 
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The Foundational Problem Of The Architect’s Role

Presentation & Session Layer

Business Process Layer

Business Function Layer

<<Presentation Layer Package >> <<Presentation Layer Package>><<Presentation Layer Package >>

<<Business Process Layer Package>>
<<Business Process Layer Package>>

<<Business Function Layer Package>> <<Business Function Layer Package>> <<Business Function Layer Package>>

<<Business Process Layer Package>>

Actor 1 Actor 2 Actor 3

ChannelsChannels

Global vs Local Optimisation

Any solution (at the strategic, segment 
or capability level) will have to balance 
its specific impact for a particular actor 
and on a specific module with the 
wider impact on all of the other actors 
and modules within the enterprise.

It is almost never the case that the 
optimum outcome for a one local 
viewpoint is the same for other local 
viewpoints or the global viewpoint.

One of an architect’s unique 
responsibilities is to bring out this 
conflict, explain the issues, and work 
with others in the business the shape 
the delivered solution to do the best 
combination of greatest benefits and 
least harms.
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Example of Global vs Local Clashes

Sales in a regulated environment such 
as the drug industry.

Actor 1 is in sales and wishes to 
change a module, removing what they 
see as redundant steps and checks to 
speed up the sales process and 
increase yearly revenue.

Actor 2 is in compliance and wishes to 
add new steps and checks to ensure 
compliance to new traceability 
regulations, required to operate in the 
market without penalties.

Each individual set of requirements 
requires different changes to business 
process, applications and data. The 
enterprise, solution and specialist  
architects’ role is to recognise the 
conflict and help to broker a solution 
that achieves the right balance. 

Presentation & Session Layer

Business Process Layer

Business Function Layer

<<Presentation Layer Package >> <<Presentation Layer Package>><<Presentation Layer Package >>

<<Business Process Layer Package>>
<<Business Process Layer Package>>

<<Business Function Layer Package>> <<Business Function Layer Package>> <<Business Function Layer Package>>

<<Business Process Layer Package>>

Actor 1 Actor 2 Actor 3

ChannelsChannels
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Architecture / Architects vs Design / Designers

Architects
Architects focus more on the abstract and 
logical; strategy, purpose and structure; and the 
integration of components (ABBs)

Designers
Designers focus more on the concrete and physical; 
implementation and practice; and the internals of 
components (SBBs)

The difference between the practice and roles of architecture/architects and design/designers is not 
always clear. In reality there are many overlaps and many people perform both or some of both roles

Architecture without design (specific implementation and practice) is slide ware, while design without 
architecture (context and scope) delivers cul-de-sacs and closed off local optimisations.

So who is Enterprise Architecture and TOGAF for:

Enterprise, Solution and Specialist Architects at all levels who construct and govern architecture building 
blocks (ABBs) to enable the creation of effective solution building blocks.

Enterprise, Solution and Specialist Designers at all levels who need to design solution building blocks 
(SBBs) and must work within defined architectures.

Programme and Project Managers who lead projects that develop architecture and solution building 
blocks.
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Capability Planning Context (TOGAF Approach)

Interaction between planning and control framework that reflect the goals, change, structure, actions of 
and outcomes for an enterprise.
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Why Enterprise Architecture Is Important

Enterprise architecture provides the basis for defining and 
then managing an organisation’s resources, their interactions 
and their outcomes. An enterprise architecture is a model of 
an organisation’s business assets that reflects:

• The current state of those assets and their interaction

• The target state of those assets and their interaction

• The transitional states as transformation and change 
programmes and projects are implemented

Having effective documentation of these perspectives enables 
an organisation to achieve enterprise alignment and 
integration in order to manage change, optimise cost and 
value, improve quality and satisfaction, and reduce “time-to-
market”.

Small and relatively simple 
organisations can often 
afford to ignore the 
architecture and manage in 
a gut feel, holistic fashion.

As organisations become 
larger and more complex the 
interactions, dependencies 
and connections between 
their internal and external 
resources create many 
different effects and need to 
managed at a number of 
levels and from a number of 
different perspectives. 
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The Evolution Of An Enterprise Architecture

Each organisation decides which components to formally manage and may create a series of change 
roadmaps. The most commonly found roadmaps tend to be for:

• Business service and process evolution and management (sometimes combined as business portfolios)

• Technology and application evolution (sometimes combined as information system service platforms)

• Information and data evolution and management

An enterprise architecture is 
not static but changes over 
time. This can be viewed as a 
series of state definitions 
representing:

• A current/baseline 
architecture (the current 
state)

• Transition architectures 
(steps on the path towards 
the target architecture)

• A target architecture (the 
future desired state)

Current
Architecture

Transition
Architectures

Target
Architecture

Change

shapes the transition 
architectures

becomes the
next current state

is built upon
to create

progresses towards
the target

control the nature 
and implementation 

of the changebecomes the next 
current state

changes over time as 
progress is made 

towards it and new 
change emerges

Motivation
provides

the basis for

Information
Systems

Architecture

Business
Architecture

Technology
Architecture

Guidelines & Controls For Change

L1 / L2
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Architecture And Design Is A Series Of Trade Offs

As architecture and 
design progresses the 
differences and 
contradictions 
between the desired 
and available 
properties  emerge.

Architecture and 
design is often a 
process of trading off 
between different 
requirements and the 
ability of different 
potential solutions to 
best meet those 
requirements. 

High Level
Solution Design

Detailed Solution 
Component Design

Solution Component  
Engineering

Test & Confirm
Outcomes

Requirements

Potential Patterns & 
Solution Integration

Architecture and design is 
a process of trade off 

between the 
requirements and the 

potential existing, 
acquirable and creatable 

solution components.

These components may 
themselves be 
contradictory

Existing
Capabilities & 

Solutions
Acquirable

Capabilities & 
Solutions
Creatable 

Capabilities & 
Solutions

Architecture & 
Design Directives & 

Guidelines

L1 / L2
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Tools For Architecture Development

There are ostensible advantages 
associated with selecting a single tool. 
Organizations following such a policy 
can hope to realise benefits such as 
reduced training, shared licenses, 
quantity discounts, maintenance, and 
easier data interchange.

However, there are also reasons for 
refusing to identify a single mandated 
tool, and the fact that a single tool 
would not accommodate a variety of 
architecture development maturity 
levels ’and specific needs across an 
enterprise.

Successful enterprise architecture 
teams are often those that harmonise 
their architecture tools with their 
architecture maturity level, 
team/organizational capabilities, and 
objectives or focus, using a separate 
Portal to integrate information from 
various sources.

The Archimate Tool Components
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Elements Of An Architecture Description

A system is a 
collection of 
components 
organized to 
accomplish a specific 
function or set of 
functions.

A concern is a key 
interest that is 
crucially important to 
stakeholders, and may 
determine the 
acceptability of the 
system

Adapted from the
ISO /IEC/IEE 42010:2011
ISO /IEC/IEE 15288:2015
Standards
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An Enterprise 
Architect must 
create different 
views of the 
business, 
information 
system, and 
technical 
architecture for 
the 
stakeholders 
who have 
various 
concerns such 
as:

Application Platform And 
Business Service Interaction Diagram

L1 / L2Example Architecture Views - 2
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Example Business Models

A Business Model is an arbitrary abstract diagram
that provides a coarse grained/high level view of how a business is structured and organised

Business Operating ModelBusiness Approach Model
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Example Business Capability Map 

A Business Capability map is a coarse grained/high level view of business structure, functionality and 
activity to assist in planning, running and managing a business.
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Example Value Stream Map

A Value Stream is a coarse grained/high level view of a full Process Flow
focusing on key value elements not a full process flow model
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Example Value Chain

A Value Chain shows activity types and the positioning / flow of revenue (and margin/profit) and 
return within a Firm. Value Chain is a technique for comparing the competitive effectiveness of a Firm’s 

structure and activity against other Firms in similar markets.
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Example Solution Concept Diagram

A Solution Concept diagram shows some bounded aspects of importance 
to the overall architecture of a specific solution.

Access to tellers 
Skills and capabilities tellers
Cost and availability of tellers
Opening hours
Queues
Locations
Access to different products
Identity and authentication
Security
Perception of up with latest technology
Bank of the future
ATM has been invented
Sell other products

Cash 
Balance
Order products
Cash other branches or banks
Transfer funds
Etc

Dispense cash

Access to teller
In own branch
Security
Accuracy

Other branches
Balances
Less trusted customers

Lobby

Opening hours / access
Limits
Emergency phone number support

In wall of bank

Security
Robustness
Quality
Security mechanisms

Other banks

Additional facilities

Maintenance
Stock with cash
Network / Internet
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Example Solution Concept Diagram

A Solution Concept diagram shows some bounded aspects of importance 
to the overall architecture of a specific solution.

xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx

Time to serve customer

Limited hours

Availability of staff

Cost

New tech might be able 

to do something

Security

Quality

Customer acceptance
Cost
Identity
Does it work
Training and use
Maintain
Security
Manage ad give out right cash

Machine available – in bank (hours the same)

Security guard / helper

Back up go teller

Make you special no guarantee

Only in branch customers

Code

Value:

Cust satisfaction

Reduced cost – in future?
Quality and security

D

D
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Example Solution Concept Diagram

A Solution Concept diagram shows some bounded aspects of importance 
to the overall architecture of a specific solution.

xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx

Time to serve customer

Limited hours

Availability of staff

Cost

New tech might be able 

to do something

Security

Quality

Customer acceptance
Cost
Identity
Does it work
Training and use
Maintain
Security
Manage ad give out right cash

In lobby – hours 8 – 8

Help phone (other than 9-5)

Card and code

(If goes wrong – difficult 8-8) D

D
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Example Solution Concept Diagram

A Solution Concept diagram shows some bounded aspects of importance 
to the overall architecture of a specific solution.

xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx

Time to serve customer

Limited hours

Availability of staff

Cost

New tech might be able 

to do something

Security

Quality

Customer acceptance
Cost
Identity
Does it work
Training and use
Maintain
Security
Manage ad give out right cash

Outside?

Cash +

Out of branch 

etc D

D
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Example Solution Concept Diagram

A Solution Concept diagram shows some bounded aspects of importance 
to the overall architecture of a specific solution.

xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx

Other building

Security

Working with others

Comms – network

Cash in machine

Additional checks ?

D

D
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Example Organisation Map
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Example Use Case Model

A Use Case diagram shows Actors interacting with a System of concern identifying the
“goal directed steps that deliver value to the user of the case”

loan 
request

inform
customer

Loan
Salesperson

authorise
loan

Loan
Specialist

Loan
Manager

Customer

receive
reply

process 
reply

approve
loan

pay
interest

credit
amount

<<includes>>

Message
Delivery 

Loan System
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Example Process Model

A Process Model describes the flow between a set of activities that generate some meaningful value 
to the process users and together deliver a coherent set of business function.

<<external>>
make loan

request

[ loan 
accepted ]

[ loan amount <= 
10,000 ]

[ loan amount > 
10,000 ]

[ loan not accepted ]

[ loan < = 10,000 approved ]
[ loan > 10,000 authorised ]

<<queued>>
approve loan

<<queued>>
Inform customer

<<offered>>
authorise loan

<<external>>
receive reply

<<queued>>
process reply

<<queued>>
open loan account

This activity is 
part of the 

manage 
account 
business 
process

[ loan < = 10,000 not approved ]
[ loan > 10,000 not authorised ]
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Example Conceptual Data (Entity - Relationship) Diagram

Current Account

Account
Customer

0..*1..*

Customer Owns Account

Loan Account

association
cardinality

inheritance

association entity

entity

The key purpose of the Conceptual Data diagram is to depict the relationships between 
critical data entities within the enterprise. 
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Example Logical Data (Entity - Relationship) Diagram

# accountValue ; float
# accountODLimit : float

Current Account

# accountID: string
# dateOpened: date
# dateClosed : date

Account

# custID : integer
# custSurname : string
# custFirstName : string
# custTitle : string
# dateOfBirth: date

Customer

0..*1..*

dateAddedtoAccount : date
dateRemovedFromAccount : date

Customer Owns Account

# loanValue: float
# loanOutstanding : float
# loanPeriod: float

Loan Account

association

association entity

cardinality

inheritanceentity

The key purpose of the Logical Data diagram is to show logical views of the 
relationships between critical data entities within the enterprise. 
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Example Data Dissemination Diagram

The purpose of the Data Dissemination diagram is to show the relationship between data entity, business service, and application
components. The diagram shows how the logical entities are to be physically realized by application components. This allows effective sizing 
to be carried out and the IT footprint to be refined. Moreover, by assigning business value to data, an indication of the business criticality of 
application components can be gained. Additionally, the diagram may show data replication and application ownership of the master 
reference for data. In this instance, it can show two copies and the master-copy relationship between them. This diagram can include 
services; that is, services encapsulate data and they reside in an application, or services that reside on an application and access data 
encapsulated within the application.

Manage 
Customer

(CRUD)

Party &
Customer 

Role  
Tables

Co.xx SAN

Party

Application
Component(s)

Data
Entity(s)

Physical
Data Store(s)

Milton Keynes Site

Customer
Role

Salesforce.com

Customer

Internet
(WWW)

Customer 
Device

Manage
Customer

Service

View customer details (R)
View my orders (R)
View my order history (R)
……….
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Example Data Migration Diagram

Customer Fact 
Tables

Customer Data

Extract Transform Load

Operational Data Store Analytic Data Store

Denormalise from 3NF

Data migration is critical when implementing a package or packaged service-based solution. This is particularly true when an existing 
legacy application is replaced with a package or an enterprise is to be migrated to a larger package/packaged services footprint. 
Packages tend to have their own data model and during data migration the legacy application data may need to be transformed prior 
to loading into the package.
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Example Data Lifecycle Diagram

requested

approved

do: inform Customer

authorized

do: inform customer

loan authorized / loan.amount is reset 

/ loan.authorizedDate is set

refused

do: inform customer

loan refused / loan.refusedDate is set

^Loan.setRefusedTimeStamp

waiting for customer decision

exit: do process reply

accepted

do: open account

do: credit account

accepted

rejected

rejected

being approved

do: process small loan

do: process large loan

being authorizing

do: authorize large loan

[ timer > 20 days ] 

other response

customer informed

^Loan.setCustomerInformedTimestamp

customer informed

other response

[ loan < = 10,000 ] 

[ loan > 10,000 ] 

customer informed / loan.acceptedDate is set

^Loan.setCustomerInformedTimestamp

start approval 

 ̂Loan.setApprovalStartedTimestamp

 ̂Loan.setPeformerID

start authorization

^Loan.setAuthorizationStartedTimestamp

/ Loan.createRecord

customer informed

^Loan.setCustomerInformedTimestamp

State Transition Diagram 

For the Loan Entity

loan refused / loan.refusedDate is set

^Loan.setRefusedTimeStamp

loan approved / loan.amount is set

^Loan.setApprovedTimestamp

The Data Lifecycle diagram is an essential part of managing business data throughout its lifecycle from conception until disposal within 
the constraints of the business process. The data is considered as an entity in its own right, decoupled from business process and activity. 
Each change in state is represented on the diagram which may include the event or rules that trigger that change in state. The separation 
of data from process allows common data requirements to be identified which enables resource sharing to be achieved more effectively.
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Example Software Distribution Diagram (Top Level)

The Software Distribution diagram shows how application software is structured and distributed across the estate. It is useful in systems 
upgrade or application consolidation projects. This diagram shows how physical applications are distributed across physical technology and 
the location of that technology. This enables a clear view of how the software is hosted, but also enables managed operations staff to 
understand how that application software is maintained once installed.

<< System, Network Management & Backup 
Domain >>

<< User Device / External System Domain >> 

<< Central Data Domain >>

<< Database Server Domain>>

<<Business Process & Function Domain >>

<< Internal Session & Presentation Domain >> << External Session & Presentation Domain >>

<< BT Management Firewall >> << External Access Firewall >>
<< External LAN User 

Firewall >>

<< External DMZ Firewall >>

<< Business Process / Activity Application 
Server >>

<< Business Task / Function  Application 
Server >>

<< Load Balancer >>

<< HTTP Server >>

<< Presentation Server >>

<< Gateway Server >>

<< Transactional Database Server >>
<< Analytic

Database Server >>

<< SAN >>

<< NAS >>

<< Backup Server >>

<< Optical Server >>

<< RoS PC (Mobile or Laptop) / RoS 
Workstation >>

<< RoS User Thin Client >> << External User Thin Client >> << External System >>
<< External User Support PC / 
Workstation / Thin Client >>

<< Database Firewall >>

<< Load Balancer >>

<< HTTP Server >>

<< Presentation Server >>

<<Potential Combined Server Presentation / 
Process / Activity / Task / Function / 

Database >>

<< Operational Management Server >>

<< Technical Process & Function Domain >>

<< Technical Process / Activity Application 
Server >>

<< Technical Task / Function  Application 
Server >>

Private
NetworkInternet

<<Potential Combined Server Presentation / 
Process / Activity / Task / Function / 

Database >>

<<Potential Combined Server Presentation / 
Process / Activity / Task / Function / 

Database >>
<<Potential Combined Server Presentation / 

Process / Activity / Task / Function / 
Database >>

<< Tape Array >>

<< Central Scanner >>

PSTN / ISDN
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Example Software Engineering Diagram (UML Communication Diagram)

The Software Engineering diagram breaks applications into packages, modules, services, and operations from a development perspective.
It enables more detailed impact analysis when planning migration stages, and analysing opportunities and solutions.
It is ideal for application development teams and application management teams when managing complex development environments.

: Customer Service Representative

aCS : AddCustomerScreen

cDM : CustomerInfoManager

cISM : CustomerInfoSQLManager

cISM : CustomerInfoSystemSession

new : CustomerInfo

cIEM : CustomerInfoEntityManager

1: addCustomer ( )

2: createCustomer (Integer, Integer, Integer)

14 : displayCreateCustomerResult (String, custNum)

3: b1 := doesCustomerExist (String, String)

11: b2 := insertNewCustInfo (customerInfo)

6: custNum := getNextCustNumber ( )

10: setNewCustInfo (Integer, Integer, Integer, String)

9: create ( )

7: custNum := getNextCustNumber ( )

12: b2 :=insert (customerInfo)

4: b1 := customerExist (String, String)

5: b1 := execute (String)

8: custNum := execute (String)

13: b2 := insert (customerInfo)
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Application Communication Diagram

The purpose of the Application Communication diagram is to depict all models and mappings related to communication between 
applications in the metamodel entity. It shows application components and interfaces between components. Interfaces may be associated 
with data entities where appropriate. Applications may be associated with business services where appropriate. Communication should be 
logical and should only show intermediary technology where it is architecturally relevant.

Presentation and Session Layer

Business Process Layer

Business Function Layer

«product»

Web Application Framework

«pojo»

Action Handler

«pojo»

Transfer Object

«pojo»

Business Delegate

«singleton»

Service Locator

«sesssion EJB»

Task Controller

«pojo»

Helper

«pojo»

Business Object Home
«pojo»

Business Function Mediator

«pojo»

Business Object

«product»

ORM Framework

Optionally used for intra 

package collaboration for 

logic that cannot be allocated

to a Business Object

Optionally used for common

inter-package collaborations

refactored from Task

Controllers

Created to support

coarser grained

communication

between layers

Used to locate a

service in a

different tier

Provides framework

for the presentation

layer of the application

Used to locate a

service supporting

a process or task

«jsp»

View

Used to access the

workflow service in

particular the process

controller

Using hibernate as

framework for Object

to Relational Mapping

(ORM)

«pojo»

Gateway
Gateway used to 

communicate with

external systems.

May require state.

«sesssion EJB»

Worklist Handler

<< ear >>

<System>Presentation.ear

<< ear >>

Workflow.ear

<< ear >>

<System>Application.ear

<< exploded war >>

<System>Static.war

<< jar >>

Core.jar

<< jar >>

<Business Function>.jar

<< jar >>

<System>.jar

<< jar >>

<Technical Service>.jar

<< jar >>

<Technical Service>.jar

<< jar >>

<System>Presentation.jar

«product»

Web Application Framework

«pojo»

Action Handler

«pojo»

Transfer Object

«pojo»

Business Delegate

«singleton»

Service Locator

«sesssion EJB»

Task Controller

«pojo»

Helper

«pojo»

Business Object Home

«pojo»

Business Function Mediator

«pojo»

Business Object

«sesssion EJB»

Process Controller

«pojo»

Data Access Object

«jsp»

View
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Example Environments and Locations Diagram (Top Level)

Secondary  
Data Centre

Main  
Data Centre

The Environments and Locations diagram depicts which locations host which applications, identifies what technologies and/or 

applications are used at which locations, and finally identifies the locations from which business users typically interact with the 

applications. This diagram should also show the existence and location of different deployment environments, including non-

production environments, such as development and pre-production.
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Example Network Computing/Hardware Diagram (Top Level)

<< System, Network Management & Backup 
Domain >>

<< User Device / External System Domain >> 

<< Central Data Domain >>

<< Database Server Domain>>

<<Business Process & Function Domain >>

<< Internal Session & Presentation Domain >> << External Session & Presentation Domain >>

<< BT Management Firewall >> << External Access Firewall >>
<< External LAN User 

Firewall >>

<< External DMZ Firewall >>

<< Business Process / Activity Application 
Server >>

<< Business Task / Function  Application 
Server >>

<< Load Balancer >>

<< HTTP Server >>

<< Presentation Server >>

<< Gateway Server >>

<< Transactional Database Server >>
<< Analytic

Database Server >>

<< SAN >>

<< NAS >>

<< Backup Server >>

<< Optical Server >>

<< RoS PC (Mobile or Laptop) / RoS 
Workstation >>

<< RoS User Thin Client >> << External User Thin Client >> << External System >>
<< External User Support PC / Workstation 

/ Thin Client >>

<< Database Firewall >>

<< Load Balancer >>

<< HTTP Server >>

<< Presentation Server >>

<<Potential Combined Server Presentation / 
Process / Activity / Task / Function / 

Database >>

<< Operational Management Server >>

<< Technical Process & Function Domain >>

<< Technical Process / Activity Application 
Server >>

<< Technical Task / Function  Application 
Server >>

Private
NetworkInternet

<<Potential Combined Server Presentation / 
Process / Activity / Task / Function / 

Database >>

<<Potential Combined Server Presentation / 
Process / Activity / Task / Function / 

Database >>
<<Potential Combined Server Presentation / 

Process / Activity / Task / Function / 
Database >>

<< Tape Array >>

<< Central Scanner >>

PSTN / ISDN

Document the mapping between logical applications and the technology components (e.g., server) that supports the application 

both in the development and production environments. The purpose of this diagram is to show the "as deployed" logical view of

logical application components in a distributed network computing environment. 
(Note that this is the same diagram as that used to show the top level of software distribution)
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Example Processing Diagram (Top Level)

The Processing diagram focuses on deployable units of code/configuration and how these are deployed onto the technology 

platform. A deployment unit represents grouping of business function, service, or application components. 
(Note that this is the same diagram as that used to show the top level of application communication)
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Business Process Layer
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Web Application Framework
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View
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particular the process

controller

Using hibernate as

framework for Object

to Relational Mapping

(ORM)

«pojo»

Gateway
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external systems.

May require state.

«sesssion EJB»

Worklist Handler

<< ear >>

<System>Presentation.ear
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<System>Application.ear
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Example Project Context Diagram (Work Package 1)             (Archimate)

A Project Context diagram shows the scope of a work package to be implemented as a part of a broader transformation roadmap. The
Project Context diagram links a work package to the organizations, functions, services, processes, applications, data, and technology that will 
be added, removed, or impacted by the project. The Project Context diagram is also a valuable tool for project portfolio management and 
project mobilization.
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Manage
Service 
Account

Browse And 
Order On-Line

Browse And
Order By Kiosk

Make
Payment

Change
Order

Print
Order

On-line Ordering

Sign Up For
Account

Log On To 
Service

Search
Catalogue

Order 
Goods

Request
Installation

Buy
Service Plan

Cancel Order

Card
Payment

Manage
Account

Request 
Print Of Order

View
Order History

Sign Up For 
Service From 

Home

Manage
Service Account

Browse And 
Order On-Line

Browse And
Order By Kiosk

Card
Payment

Account 
Management 

Order 
Management

Card
Payment

On-line Shopping System

Business
Services

Business
Processes

Application
Services

Application
Components

Infrastructure 
Services Interface

(Web Server)

Process /
Function

(App Server)

Network Integration Data 
Management

Security Environment 
Management

Product
Version 1

Product
Version 3

Product
Version 2

Product
Version 4
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Example Benefits Diagram

The Benefits diagram shows opportunities identified in an architecture definition, classified according to their relative size, benefit, and 
complexity. This diagram can be used by stakeholders to make selection, prioritization, and sequencing decisions on identified opportunities.

Service
Feature. .

Benefit .. KPI ..Size .. Complexity .. Risk .. Necessity ..

Service
Feature. .

Size .. Complexity .. Risk .. Necessity ..

Service
Feature. .

Benefit .. KPI ..Size .. Complexity .. Risk .. Necessity ..

Service
Feature. .

Size .. Complexity .. Risk .. Necessity ..

Service
Feature. .

Benefit .. KPI ..Size .. Complexity .. Risk .. Necessity ..

Service
Feature. .

Benefit .. KPI ..Size .. Complexity .. Risk .. Necessity ..
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Example Roadmap - Timeline Format

XXXX XXXX XXXX XXXX XXXX XXXX XXXX XXXX XXXX XXXX XXXX XXXX

2022

2021

2020

2023

XX
xx xx xx xx xx xxxx xx xx xx xx

XX xx xx xx xx xx xxxx xx xx xx xx

XX xx xx xx xx xx xxxx xx xx xx xx

xx xx xx xx xx xx xxxx xx xx xx xx

Current

Replace/Add

Remove

Roadmap
Element
Type 

The roadmaps show the planned evolution of solutions over a period of time
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Example Roadmap - Transformation Roadmap Format 

xxx – Current (repurpose)    xxx – Remove     xxx – Replace/Add 

People
Organisation

Process

Information

Technology

Date (Months)

Version

3

2

1

Date (Months)

Each building block in the 
map has its own roadmap

2020 2021 2022 2023 2024
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Example Roadmap - Transformation Roadmap Owners

xxx – Current (repurpose)    xxx – Remove     xxx – Replace/Add 

People
Organisation

Process

Information

Technology

Date (Months)

Version

3

2

1

Date (Months)

Each building block in the 
map has its own roadmap

2020 2021 2022 2023 2024

The Programme/Project Solution Architect(s) 
develops Programme/Project Roadmap (supported 
by the Programme/Project Manager(s)

The Specialist Architect(s) 
develop the individual Building 
Block Roadmaps (supported by 
the Enterprise Architect(s)
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Transition Architectures

Where the scope of change to 
implement the Target Architecture 
requires an incremental approach, 
one or more Transition 
Architectures are defined within 
the Architecture Definition 
Document output from Phase E. 

A Transition Architecture shows 
the enterprise at an architecturally 
significant state between the 
Baseline and Target Architectures. 
Transition Architectures are used 
to describe transitional Target 
Architectures necessary for 
effective realisation of the Target 
Architecture. 

These provide an ability to identify 
clear targets along the roadmap to 
realising the Target Architecture.

The following contents are typical within a Transition Architecture:

• Definition of transition states
• Business Architecture for each transition state
• IS - Data Architecture for each transition state
• IS - Application Architecture for each transition state
• Technology Architecture for each transition state

Current
Architecture

Transition
Architectures

Target
Architecture

Change

shapes the transition 
architectures

becomes the
next current state

is built upon
to create

progresses towards
the target

control the nature 
and implementation 

of the changebecomes the next 
current state

changes over time as 
progress is made 

towards it and new 
change emerges

Motivation
provides

the basis for

Information
Systems

Architecture

Business
Architecture

Technology
Architecture

Guidelines & Controls For Change
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Real World Architecture Conformance Checkpoints

Opportunity Feasibility Deliver Realise

Investment
proposal

Business case Value creation Benefits
realisation

Business Investment Cycle

Project Management  Cycle

Develop initial
architectural view

Develop high level
solution architecture 
and  align to enterprise
architecture

Review on-going development, 
back track to develop high level solution architecture if 
changes during detailed design and build require it

Review in-life reality against architectural expectations
respond appropriately

EA Review Gate 1
Record project as 
architecturally
impacting or exempt

EA Review Gate 2
Confirm or otherwise of 
architecture compliance for 
specific solution to be developed

EA Review Gate 3
Confirm or otherwise  of architecture 
compliance for specific solution that has 
been developed

EA Review Gate 4
Identify effectiveness of 

architectural decisions and 
capture learning points for 

improvement

Enterprise Architecture Conformance Cycle

Architecture
Vision

Phase A

Implementation
Governance

Phase G

Migration
Planning

Phase F

Change
Management

Phase H
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TOGAF Security Architecture View
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Enterprise Security Architecture

Enterprise Risk Management

The Information Technology security and 
information security industry has evolved 
over its lifetime a view of operational risk 
that is concerned only with threats, 
vulnerabilities, and loss events (negative 
impacts). 

However, as noted earlier in Section 1.2, 
this Guide uses the ISO 31000:2009 [6] 
definition of “risk”, an “uncertainty of 
outcomes”, and risk management is 
presented as striking a balance between 
positive and negative outcomes resulting 
from the realization of either 
opportunities or threats. 

Information Security Management

Information Security Management (ISM) is a process 
that defines the security objectives, assigns ownership 
of information security risks, and supports the 
implementation of security measures. 

The security management process includes risk 
assessment, the definition and proper implementation 
of security measures, reporting about security status 
(measures defined, in place, and working), and the 
handling of security incidents.

According to ISO/IEC 27001:2013 [4], the ISM system 
preserves the security aspects of information by 
applying a risk management process, and it gives 
confidence to interested parties that risks are 
adequately managed. 

The ISM system is part of and is integrated with the 
organization’s processes and overall management 
structure. The standard specifies the requirements for 
the ISM system. 
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SABSA Elements - 1

SABSA  (Requirements Elements)
Sherwood Applied Business Security Architecture

• Business Attribute Profile 
• Control Objectives/Security Objectives 
• Security Standards 

SABSA  (Preliminary Elements)
Sherwood Applied Business Security Architecture

• Business Drivers/Business Objectives 
• Security Principles
• Risk Appetite 
• Key Risk Areas/Business Impact 

Analysis 
• Security Resource Plan 

SABSA  (Architecture Vision Elements)
Sherwood Applied Business Security Architecture

• Satisfy the security stakeholders that the end-
state does not represent any unknown or 
unacceptable risk and aligns with corporate 
policies, standards, and principles 

• Satisfy business stakeholders - in particular those 
who control the budget - that the Security 
Architecture is instrumental in enabling and 
supporting the overall architecture required to 
deliver the business opportunities and benefits 
identified with the right balance between risk, 
compliance, and business benefits 

SABSA  (Business Architecture Elements)
Sherwood Applied Business Security Architecture

• Security Policy Architecture 
• Security Domain Model 
• Trust Framework 
• Risk Assessment
• Business Risk Model/Risk Register 
• Applicable Law and Regulation Register
• Applicable Control Framework Register 
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SABSA Elements - 2

SABSA  (IS Architecture Elements)
Sherwood Applied Business Security Architecture

• Security Services Catalogue 
• Security Classification
• Data Quality 

SABSA  (Technology Architecture Elements)
Sherwood Applied Business Security Architecture

• In most cases, the development of specific Technology 
Architecture security artifacts is not necessary, as long as it 
incorporates the relevant security controls and mechanisms 
defined in earlier phases. 

• The Security Architect must ensure that the required controls 
are included in the Technology Architecture and verify whether 
the controls are used in an effective and efficient way. This 
includes the technology for the provision and regulation of 
system resources, such as electric power, processing capacity, 
network bandwidth, and memory. 

SABSA  (Migration Planning Elements)
Sherwood Applied Business Security Architecture

• Migration is itself a business process that 
needs to be secured. The migration strategy 
should include a risk assessment and a Risk 
Mitigation Plan. In Phase F, the Risk 
Mitigation Plan is limited to the transition. 

• In addition, migration planning should 
include a security impact analysis to 
understand any security impacts of the 
target state of the change. 

SABSA  
(Opportunities & Solutions Elements)
Sherwood Applied Business Security Architecture

• Risk Mitigation Plan 

SABSA  (Change Management Elements)
Sherwood Applied Business Security Architecture

• Phase H does not produce tangible security outputs but defines 
two processes essential for security.

• Enterprise Risk Management
• Architecture Governance

SABSA  (Implementation Governance Elements)
Sherwood Applied Business Security Architecture

• Security Audit
• Security Training and Awareness
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Security Acronyms

ABB Architecture Building Block 
ADM Architecture Development Method 
ERM Enterprise Risk Management 
ETSI European Telecommunications Standards Institute 
ISM Information Security Management 
ISMS Information Security Management System 
O-RA Risk Analysis Standard (Open FAIR) 
O-RT Risk Taxonomy Standard (Open FAIR) 
O-ESA Open Enterprise Security Architecture 
O-ISM3 Open Information Security Management Maturity Model 
PCI-DSS Payment Card Industry Data Security Standard 
SBB Solution Building Block 

SABSA         Sherwood Applied Business Security Architecture
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SABSA Operational Risk Model
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ISO 31000:2009 Model for Risk Management
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Network Topology (Reference Model - But Not A TOGAF One)

How to connect nodes in a network?
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Network Topology (Point to Point)

Point to Point

Hub/Bus

Ring

Broadcast

Local
Changeable
Catalogue

Local
Changeable
Catalogue

Local
Changeable
Catalogue

Local
Changeable
Catalogue
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Network Topology (Ring)

Point to Point

Hub/Bus

Ring

Broadcast
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Network Topology (Hub/Bus)

Point to Point

Hub/Bus

Ring

Broadcast

With this architecture consider 
publish and subscribe mechanisms

Central
Changeable 
Catalogue

Local
Readable
Catalogue

Local
Readable
Catalogue

Local
Readable
Catalogue

Local
Readable
Catalogue
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Network Topology (Broadcast)

Point to Point

Hub/Bus

Ring

Broadcast
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Network Topology (Set of Choices)

Point to Point

Hub/Bus

Ring

Broadcast
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Example CMMI Style Model (For Enterprise Architecture Maturity)

Maturity 
Viewpoint

Viewpoint 
Element

Your 
capability 
score

Your 
capability 
evidence

Ad-hoc -Level 1 Repeatable - Level 2 Defined - Level 3 Managed - Level 4 Optimised - Level 5

Enterprise 
Architecture

Organisation

4

There is no repeated 
set of enterprise 
architecture roles or 
activities.

There is a set of repeated 
enterprise architecture 
roles and activities but 
they are not fully 
documented.

There is a defined and 
available organisation 
structure and definition 
of roles and 
responsibilities for 
requirements engineers.

Formal management 
with targets is in place 
for the enterprise 
architecture roles and 
teams.

The enterprise architecture 
team and support structure 
are frequently reviewed for 
its effectiveness and 
efficiency, with initiatives in 
place for performance 
improvement.

Skills

3

There is no defined 
set of skills expected 
of requirements 
engineers.

There is a generally 
excepted set of skills for 
requirements engineers 
but they are not 
documented or available.

There is a set of skills 
defined and available for 
most enterprise 
architecture roles.

The skills required by 
the organisation and the 
skills of each enterprise 
architect are recorded 
and reviewed.

The skills needed by the 
organisation and the skills 
of each enterprise architect 
are reviewed and 
investment is made to 
develop and improve those 
skills.

People

2

There are few people 
in the organisation 
with the relevant 
enterprise 
architecture skills.

There are a number of 
enterprise architects in 
place but they have a 
variable knowledge and 
skillset.

There are enterprise 
architects identified and 
in place for most 
enterprise architecture 
roles.

The enterprise 
architects act as a 
collaborative and 
professional group in 
addition to their roles 
within specific 
management / 
reporting lines.

The enterprise architects in 
run an effective professional 
community continually 
identifying and addressing 
areas for improving 
enterprise architecture 
practice and outcomes.

Training

3

There is no 
repeatable training in 
place for 
requirements 
engineers.

There is training in place 
for requirements 
engineers that most 
undertake but it is not 
formally documented and 
scheduled.

There is a defined and 
available set of training 
for requirements 
engineers.

Enterprise architect 
training is monitored, 
funding and time is 
made available and 
training outcomes are 
recorded.

Enterprise architecture 
needs and associated 
training are continually 
reviewed and the training 
programmes are revised as 
appropriate.

Tools and 
Models

2

There are no standard 
and widely used tools 
and models to 
support enterprise 
architects.

There are commonly used 
tools in place but they are 
used on a case by case 
basis at the discretion of 
the enterprise architects.

There is a defined set of 
tools and models 
documented for 
enterprise architecture 
which are used in most 
cases.

The use of appropriate 
tools and models is 
funded and checked to 
ensure consistency in 
enterprise architecture 
deliverables.

The tools and models used 
to support enterprise 
architecture are continually 
reviewed and revised / 
replaced as appropriate.
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Example CMMI Style Model (For Business Architecture Maturity)

Maturity 
Viewpoint

Viewpoint 
Element

Your 
capability 
score

Your 
capability 
evidence

Ad-hoc -Level 1 Repeatable - Level 2 Defined - Level 3 Managed - Level 4 Optimised - Level 5

Business  
Architecture

Organisation

2

There is no repeated 
set of business 
architecture roles or 
activities.

There is a set of repeated 
business architecture roles 
and activities but they are 
not fully documented.

There is a defined and 
available organisation 
structure and definition 
of roles and 
responsibilities for 
business architects.

Formal management 
with targets is in place 
for the business 
architecture roles and 
teams.

The business architecture team 
and support structure are 
frequently reviewed for its 
effectiveness and efficiency, 
with initiatives in place for 
performance improvement.

Skills

3

There is no defined 
set of skills expected 
of business architects.

There is a generally 
excepted set of skills for 
business architects but they 
are not documented or 
available.

There is a set of skills 
defined and available for 
most business 
architecture roles.

The skills required by the 
organisation and the 
skills of each business 
architect are recorded 
and reviewed.

The skills needed by the 
organisation and the skills of 
each business architect are 
reviewed and investment is 
made to develop and improve 
those skills.

People

4

There are few people 
in the organisation 
with the relevant 
business architecture 
skills.

There are a number of 
business architects in place 
but they have a variable 
knowledge and skillset.

There are business 
architects identified and 
in place for most business 
architecture roles.

The business architects 
act as a collaborative and 
professional group in 
addition to their roles 
within specific 
management/reporting 
lines.

The business architects run an 
effective professional 
community continually 
identifying and addressing areas 
for improving business 
architecture practice and 
outcomes.

Training

5

There is no 
repeatable training in 
place for business 
architects.

There is training in place for 
business architects that 
most undertake but it is not 
formally documented and 
scheduled.

There is a defined and 
available set of training 
for business architects.

Business architect 
training is monitored, 
funding and time is made 
available and training 
outcomes are recorded.

Business architecture needs and 
associated training are 
continually reviewed and the 
training programmes are 
revised as appropriate.

Tools and 
Models

3

There are no standard 
and widely used tools 
and models to 
support business 
architects.

There are commonly used 
tools in place but they are 
used on a case by case basis 
at the discretion of the 
business architects.

There is a defined set of 
tools and models 
documented for business 
architecture which are 
used in most cases.

The use of appropriate 
tools and models is 
funded and checked to 
ensure consistency in 
business architecture 
deliverables.

The tools and models used to 
support business architecture 
are continually reviewed and 
revised / replaced as 
appropriate.
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Example Overall CMMI Style Assessment (For 10 Aspects)

Organisation 
Name

XXXXXXX
XXXXXXX

Assessed 
Architecture 

Maturity Level
3.42

Enterprise 
Architecture

Solution 
Architecture

Business 
Architecture

Information / Data 
Architecture

Application / 
Software 

Architecture

Technology 
Architecture

Requirements 
Capture / 

Management

Programme & 
Project 

Management

Operations 
Management

Change 
Management

Architecture 
Governance

Average

Organisation 4 4 2 4 5 4 3 4 3 3 4 3.64

Skills 3 5 3 5 4 3 2 2 4 3 5 3.55

People 2 3 4 2 3 4 3 3 3 3 3 3.00

Training 3 2 5 3 4 5 4 4 3 3 2 3.45

Tools 2 4 3 4 5 4 3 3 3 3 4 3.45

Total 2.80 3.60 3.40 3.60 4.20 4.00 3.00 3.20 3.20 3.00 3.60 3.42
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